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Drift mobility and conductivity measurements were made between 290 and 85'K on

amorphous silicon specimens prepared by glow-discharge decomposition of silane. The
results suggest that excess electrons drift in the extended states with a mobility of about
10 cm sec ' V . At lower temperatures, phonon-assisted hopping occurs through local-
ized states occupying a range of 0.2 eV below the extended states. Conductivity results
also suggest hopping transport near the Fermi energy.

During recent years a model of the electronic
structure of amorphous materials has evolved,
largely through the work of Mott, ' 4 Davis and

Shaw, ' Cohen, Fritzsche, and Ovshinsky, and
Cohen. ' Although its general features appear
to be in agreement with experimental evidence,
there still exists a serious lack of experimental
information whereby some of the more detailed
predictions could be tested, particularly those
connected with electronic transport properties.

In the following, we should like to report drift
mobility measurements in amorphous silicon
which, in conjunction with conductivity measure-
ments on the same specimens, allowed us to
make a number of meaningful deductions about
electronic states and the transport mechanism.

The specimens used in the present work con-
sisted essentially of an amorphous silicon film,
about 1 pm thick, sandwiched between two evap-
orated aluminium electrodes. The amorphous
layer was produced by an electrodeless rf glow
discharge in silane gas at a substrate tempera-
ture of about 200'C. As shown by the work of
Chittick, Alexander, and Sterling and Chittick, "
a distinctive feature of specimens prepared by
this technique is their high resistivity, appre-
ciably larger than that of specimens prepared
by vacuum evaporationax or sputtering

In the drift mobility measurements, we used
pulsed electron-beam excitation (10-nsec pulses,
6-keV electrons) to generate excess carriers
near the top electrode. The transit of electrons
could be observed in a pulsed applied field,
synchronized to the excitation. So far, no hole

signals have been detected. Further details of
this experimental technique can be found in the
work of Spear. " Conductivity measurements
were carried out with steady fields of up to 40
kV cm '. Specimens were Ohmic in this range,
but some asymmetry was apparent on field re-
versal.

The five specimens so far investigated" led
to results showing the same general features.
Except at temperatures below 200'K, the repro-
ducibility was good. The following discussion
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FIG. I. (a) Temperature dependence of the electron

drift mobility p.z in an amorphous silicon film, 1.3 p. m
thick. (b) Model of the electronic-state distribution in
an amorphous solid. The linear distribution of local-
ized states has been chosen for illustration and does
not necessarily follow from the results described.
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the electri. cal
conductivity c for the same specimen as in Fig. 1 (a).
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will be based on a specimen which was investigat-
ed over the laxgest temperature xange, but

corxesponding results for othex' layers will be
given in the text. Figure 1(a) shows the electron
drift mobility and Fig. 2 the conductivity for the
same specimen, both plotted against 103/T. The
results may be divided into the thxee ternpera-
ture regions indicated in the figures. IQ region
1, extending from a temperature T, (=240'K)
towards higher T, the transport mechanism is
Rn RctlvRted px'oce88 %jth RQ RctivRtioQ energy
of 0.19 eV, and room-temperature mobiliti. es of
about 10 ' cm' sec ' V ' are observed. %6
should like to suggest the following interpreta-
tion: The electx'ons drift in the extended states,
near E, [Fig. 1(b)]; during the transit they inter-
act with the localized states through trapping
and thermal release. The total time a ca,rxier
spend8 in localized stRtes 18 included in the mea-
sux"ed transit time, leading to a tx'ap-contx oiled
drift mobility pD, which is relat, ed to the mobil-
ity p,o near the bottom of the extended states by
RQ expxession of the fox"m

p, ~= p,,o. expI —(E, -E)/kT].

Equation (1) is based the assumption of a local
steady-state distribution of excess carriers at
all times during tx'Rnsit; this implies thRt only
those localized states can be included which
have txapping and release time constants signifi-

cantly shorter than the measured transit time.
In the case of a single level of tx'apping states at
energy E„o.=N, /N„where N, denotes the den-
sity of states at the bottom of the band and N,
the density of traps. In this form, Eq. (1) has
been shown to apply to low-temperature drift-
mobility results in single crystals (e.g. , CdS,"
orthorhombic S,"or monoclinic Se '). In the
case of a. linear or a uniform distxibution of
states, it can be shownm that p~ retains the form
of Eq. (1), but now E=EI„ the energy of the low-
est-lying state in the dist»b«i» lFig. 1(b)1;
e depends on the form of the distribution. A
model suggested by Mott, '8 in which a linearly
increasing density of states continues beyond

E, into the region of extended states, gives e
=E~/kT. The fit to our data in region 1 by this
model leads to p.,=10 cm' sec 'V '; values
of p,o between 1 Rnd 10 CQl sec V would
also be consistent with the other two distribu-
tions meQtioned. H Rny one of the86 three znodel8
is applicable, we can conclude that the localized
states in thermal equilibrium dux'ing transit ex-
tend to 0.2 6V below E, . Measurements on other
specimens gRve cox'x'esponding vRlues of O. 16
and 0.24 eV. Undoubtedly, the predominant part
of the distribution lies in this range, but. the ob-
served transit pulse shape indicates the presence
of deeper-lying states with release times of the
order of the transit time, or longer.

The deduced inagnitude of p, o supports the
models of Cohe~' Rnd of Mott. s These suggest
a transport mechanism through delocalized
states near E, for which the mean free path is
of the ordex of the interatomic sepax'ation a.
The transport may be likened to Brownian motion
and an approximate upper limit to the mobility
is given byv

where v, &
is a typical electronic frequency (-10"

Hz). Equation (2) predicts that p, =5 cm' sec
V ' at room temperature, not inconsistent with
the experimental results.

%ith decreasing temperature, the probability
of thermal release from a localized state be-
comes rapidly smaller, and eventually hopping by
the tx'apped electron to a neighboring site will be-
come the predominant transport mechanism. It
is suggested that this takes place at the tempera-
ture T,—'240'K, defined by the marked change in

gradient shown in Fig. 1(a). In region 2, the

drift mobility is 10 'cm' sec ' V 'or less,
and we interpret the transport as phonon-Rssist-
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ed hopping between localized states lying in the
energy range from E, to EI,. It is unlikely that
the interpretation used for region 1 could be
applied here, because a trap-controlled mecha-
nism would normally be expected to lead to a
larger, rather than a smaller, gradient with de-
creasing temperature. Furthermore, the upper
limit to the mobility in region 2 (assuming strong
overlap) is

p,„=(eg'/kT) vs exp( —W/kT).

With a hopping activation energy of W=0.09 eV,
we find a phonon frequency vph Q ~10'3 Hz, which
appears reasonable. In other specimens, T, lay
at higher temperatures, but for three of the
samples the same value of 8'=0.01 eV was found.

Turning now to the conductivity data, we see
that the above change in transport mechanism is
also reflected in these results. The more de-
tailed plot given in the insert to Fig. 2 shows
clearly a change in gradient from 0.62 to 0.51
eV at T, = 240'K, corresponding to the change
of 0.10 eV in the activation energy of the mobil-
ity at the same temperature. We conclude from
the gradient in region 1 (Fig. 2) that the Fermi
level (in thermal equilibrium) lies 0.62 eV below

E, . Using this value to estimate the carrier den-
sity just above E„we find that with the above
p p determined from the mobility measurements,
a conductivity consistent with the experimental
value is obtained.

Finally, there is some evidence from Fig. 2

for a distinct third region below about 200'K.
In this temperature range, the number of elec-
trons thermally excited into the localized states
between E, and E~ becomes rapid1y smaller
(e.g. , n-10' cm 3 at 200'K) and it is, therefore,
possible that we are observing the hopping trans-
port of electrons through states near the Fermi
energy. According to Mott, 3 this should lead to
a temperature dependence of the form o ~ exp( B/—
T'~'), but it has not been possible to test this
relation with any certainty in the restricted tem-
perature range investigated here.

In Fig. 1, on the other hand, we are dealing
with injected excess carriers, having a local
density during transit very much higher than that
of the thermally generated electrons. The mo-

bility results suggest that below 200'K hopping
through localized states between E, and E~ re-
mains the predominant mechanism for excess
carriers, but there is some indication of a de-
crease in W.

In summary, we can say that the present re-
sults lend considerable support to current models
of the electronic-state distribution in amorphous
solids and to suggestions concerning transport
mechanisms in these materials. It should, how-
ever, be emphasized that the quantitative data
deduced refer to specimens prepared by glow-
discharge decom. position of silane on to a sub-
strate held at 200'C. Different substrate temper-
atures and particularly different preparation
techniques may lead to widely different state
distributions and much remains to be done to
correlate these factors with electronic transport
and other physical properties.

The authors are greatly indebted to Professor
Sir Nevill Mott and to Dr. E. A. Davies for sever-
al helpful discussions.
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